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Abstract：［Objectives］This method is proposed for automatic collision avoidance during high-speed running of the
Unmanned Surface Vessel （USV）. ［Methods］ The Bi-RRT algorithm was combined with the velocity obstacle
algorithm for automatic collision avoidance algorithm for USV based on improved Bi-RRT algorithm. In view of the
situation of the extension direction of the parent node inside the collision cone in the extended operation of Bi-RRT
algorithm，the 'collision risk index' and 'obstacle repellent vector' were presented，making the extension direction of
the parent node tend to move away from the obstacle. In addition，in view of the real time problem of the algorithm，the
strategy of parallelly extending two search trees and the 'target attraction vector' when the extension direction of the
parent node is outside the collision cone were introduced to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm.［Results］The
results show that the algorithm using above-mentioned improvement method has reduced failed extension times of
search tree，and the planned collision-free paths are shorter and smoother.［Conclusions］The research shows that the
improved Bi-RRT algorithm has the advantages of high real-time performance and high path planning quality，which
are of great significance for practical engineering application.
Key words：Unmanned Surface Vessel（USV）；automatic collision avoidance；Bi-RRT algorithm; velocity obstacle al⁃
gorithm
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0 Introduction

The unmanned surface vessel (USV) has the char⁃
acteristics of high autonomy degree, fast navigation
speed, good stealth performance, and strong maneu⁃
verability, and it is widely applied in such fields as
hydrological detection, maritime cruise, and military
operation. In recent years, with the resurgence of arti⁃
ficial intelligence technology and the large-scale ap⁃
plication of automatic driving technology, as the
blending outcome of intelligent technology and tradi⁃
tional ship discipline, the USV has become one of

the research hotspots of intelligent equipment all
over the world.

The automatic collision avoidance is one of the
key technologies for USV to realize intelligent navi⁃
gation, which reflects the intelligence level of USV
to some extent [1-2]. Many scholars from various coun⁃
tries have also made some research achievements in
USV collision avoidance. Svec et al. [3] proposed
three methods to prevent collisions with obstacles
considering the impact of ocean wave on USV hull.
The first method is to consider the boundary of obsta⁃
cles for path planning. The second method is to con⁃
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sider the influence of external environment for revis⁃
ing the planned path and replanning. The third meth⁃
od is to combine A* heuristic search and locally
bounded optimal planning under motion uncertainty
using a variation of the minimax game-tree search.
Kuwata et al. [4] designed the USV collision avoid⁃
ance method based on the velocity obstacle method
and international rules for maritime collision avoid⁃
ance. In the process of collision avoidance, the meth⁃
od set the minimum steering angle according to the
maneuvering motion characteristics of USV and con⁃
sidered the influence of wind wave. Benjamin et al. [5]

integrated multiple thoughts such as behavior-based
control framework principles and interval program⁃
ming into a multi-objective interval optimization
method to solve the collision avoidance problem of
USV. Zhuang et al. [6] designed a dynamic obstacle
avoidance method based on the relative coordinate
considering the international regulations and divided
the USV collision into three different behaviors, i.e.,
overtaking, crossing, and head-on. Moreover, they
built the USV semi-physical simulation platform. By
analyzing the angular relationship between the rela⁃
tive velocity and relative position between USV and
obstacle, Wu et al. [7] proposed an automatic collision
avoidance algorithm with the maneuvering motion
characteristics of USV based on velocity obstacle
method and considering the USV maneuvering char⁃
acteristics under the influence of wind, wave and
flow. Zhang et al. [8] proposed a dynamic obstacle
avoidance algorithm for USV based on velocity obsta⁃
cle and dynamic window methods.

From the above research, the main idea of solving
the collision avoidance problem of USV can be divid⁃
ed into two categories. One is to transform it into a lo⁃
cal path planning problem and combine it with the
intelligence algorithm. The other is to obtain the fea⁃
sible range of collision avoidance path based on ve⁃
locity obstacle method. At present, the research re⁃
sults combining them are relatively rare.

Inspired by previous research, this paper intends
to combine the basic idea of velocity obstacle meth⁃
od with the Bi-RRT algorithm that has been success⁃
fully applied to Kinodynamic path planning prob⁃
lem [9]. Firstly, the collision avoidance risk coeffi⁃
cient ω and the obstacle repulsion vector R are
proposed for the situation where the extension direc⁃
tion of the parent node is located in the cone colli⁃
sion area, so that the search tree will extend towards
the trend of moving away from the obstacle. Then, a
method of parallel extension of two search trees and

the target attraction vector A triggered when the ex⁃
tension direction of the parent node is outside the
cone collision area are proposed so as to improve the
real-time performance of the algorithm and strength⁃
en the trend of two search trees to approach the tar⁃
get point. Finally, the feasibility and superiority of
the improved algorithm are proved by the simulation
experiment.
1 Collision avoidance model of

USV

In the process of autonomous navigation, the USV
uses the intelligent sensing system to detect the
scheduled route and the surrounding obstacle in real
time and automatically avoid the obstacle. The colli⁃
sion avoidance problem of USV set in this paper is
shown in Fig. 1. The specific description is as fol⁃
lows. At time t0 , the vessel A is sailing along the
scheduled route OS at speed V. The USV intelligent
sensing system senses the route OS and the surround⁃
ing obstacle areas B1 , B2 and B3 that have not
been detected before. A circle with the overall length
of vessel A as the diameter is made, and the area cov⁃
ered is regarded as the USV area. Based on the
above situation, this paper designs an automatic col⁃
lision avoidance algorithm based on the improved
Bi-RRT algorithm, so that the vessel A can keep the
original route as far as possible and avoid B1 safely
and efficiently under the limitation of B2 and B3 .

2 Velocity obstacle method and
Bi-RRT algorithm

2.1 Principle of velocity obstacle method

The velocity obstacle method was proposed by
Fiorini et al. [10]. The collision avoidance principle of
this method is as follows. Firstly, based on the Feath⁃
erstone theory, any polygon is represented as a corre⁃
sponding series of circles. Meanwhile, in order to fa⁃
cilitate modeling and calculation, the USV and obsta⁃
cle are replaced by different two-dimensional circles
respectively. Then, the USV dimension is attached to

Fig.1 The situation of USV collision avoidance
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the obstacle dimension to calculate the velocity ob⁃
stacle relation between them so as to simplify the
USV into a particle and make the obstacle area ex⁃
pand into a circular area with a larger radius. Final⁃
ly, the cone collision area is defined as the set of the
relative velocity of the collision between USV and ob⁃
stacle, which is geometrically represented as the
two-dimensional area sandwiched by two tangents
with USV as the vertex to the circumference of the
obstacle. The relative velocity in the area outside the
cone collision area will make the safe collision avoid⁃
ance of USV.

The velocity obstacle method provides a simple
and efficient basis for how to change and control the
course during the collision avoidance process of
USV and a theoretical basis for the application and
improvement of Bi-RRT algorithm in the collision
avoidance of USV.
2.2 Bi-RRT algorithm

The Bi-RRT algorithm was proposed by La Valle
et al. [11] inspired by bidirectional and heuristic
search technology [12]. Compared with the classic rap⁃
idly-exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm pro⁃
posed by La Valle in 1998 [12], the Bi-RRT algorithm
takes the starting point X init and the ending point
Xgoal as the root node to construct two RRTs. The
two trees grow together until they meet.

The Bi-RRT algorithm maintains its superiority
because it keeps the idea of the classic RRT algo⁃
rithm for path planning in the state space. La Valle [13]

tested the RRT algorithm for path planning under
the conditions of holonomic constraint, nonholonom⁃
ic constraint, Kinodynamic and closed motion chain,
respectively. The results show that the algorithm is
very efficient in the path planning of system with dif⁃
ferential constraint and system with single-query
nonholonomic constraint. The Bi-RRT algorithm is
an improvement of the RRT algorithm. The termina⁃
tion condition of the algorithm is that the search tree
growing with the starting point of path planning as
the root node meets the search tree growing with the
ending point of path planning as the root node, which
can theoretically improve the search efficiency of po⁃
sition space. Meanwhile, in this algorithm, the opera⁃
tion of the extended nodes of two trees tends to ap⁃
proach the search tree of the other, which can theo⁃
retically enhance the purpose of the search and short⁃
en the time of path planning. The two search trees
are set as Ta and Tb , respectively. The search tree
Ta is initialized with the current position X init of

USV, and the search tree Tb is initialized with the
track recovery point Xgoal on the original route. In
the iteration process, a random point P r (X rY r) is
generated from the search tree T, and the node clos⁃
est to the random point P r in T is Pp (XpYp) . As
the parent node in the iteration process, Pp will be
extended to P r with the exploring step S of USV,
and the resulting child node is Pn (XnYn) . The ob⁃
stacle coordinate is Po (XoYo) , and the expansion
radius of the obstacle is R. The execution process of
Bi-RRT is shown in Fig. 2.

When the Bi-RRT algorithm is applied to the
USV collision avoidance, the two search trees respec⁃
tively take the current position X init (X0Y0) of ves⁃
sel A and the track recovery point Xgoal (X1Y1) on
the scheduled route OS as the root node, and then
the node is continuously expanded until the two trees
satisfy the meeting conditions. Finally, the collision
avoidance path point of vessel A is obtained and the
path planning is completed by backtracking the en⁃
counter points of two search trees respectively. The
construction process of Bi-RRT algorithm is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig.2 The execution procedure of Bi-RRT algorithm

Ta{Xinit} and Tb{Xgoal}
are initialized

The random point Pris generated

Ta selects the closest pointfrom the existing node to
Pr as the parent node

The parent node is extendedto Pr to carry out single stepexploration of step length

Tb selects the closest pointfrom the existing node to Pnas the parent node

The parent node is extended to
Pn to carry out single stepexploration of step length S

Ta and Tb exchange
roles

Tb adds the new node Pn1

Ta and Tb meet

The path point is obtainedthrough the reversed backtracking

No

Yes

Ta adds the new node Pn
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3 Improvement of Bi-RRT algo-
rithm

Based on the velocity obstacle method, taking into
account the actual situation of USV collision avoid⁃
ance as well as the operational efficiency and re⁃
al-time performance of the algorithm itself, we im⁃
prove the Bi-RRT algorithm aiming at the disadvan⁃
tages that the extension mode of the search tree is
not conducive to the intelligent avoidance of obstacle
and the selection mode of the parent node affects the
real-time performance of the algorithm.
3.1 Design of the obstacle repulsion

vector R

The extension method of the search tree of
Bi-RRT algorithm is to extend the node which is
closest to the random point in the position space in a
search tree to the new node firstly, and then to ex⁃
tend the node closest to the new node in another
search tree. Although the extension method theoreti⁃
cally strengthens the purpose of the extension of the
two trees, if the random point guides the two search
trees to approach the obstacle simultaneously, as
shown in the USV collision avoidance model, the ran⁃
dom point guides the USV course to adjust to the
cone collision area. This causes an increase in the
probability of falling to the obstacle area after in⁃
creasing the standard step length of subsequent node
extension, an increase in the unnecessary consump⁃
tion of the algorithm, and the failure in algorithm
convergence and planning of an effective collision
avoidance path.

As a result, this paper proposes the obstacle repul⁃
sion vector R based on the velocity obstacle method
to improve the extension step of Bi-RRT algorithm.
After the improvement, it can automatically identify
whether the extension direction of the parent node is
located in the cone collision area in the iteration pro⁃
cess and dynamically adjust the action intensity of R
according to the collision avoidance risk coefficient
ω , so as to make the collision avoidance path of

USV more reasonable and efficient.
According to the extension step of the Bi-RRT al⁃

gorithm, the coordinate Pn (XnYn) of the extended
child node is
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The vector expression is shown in Eq. (1)
Pp Pn = S ´

Pp P r

||Pp P r

（2）
If the extension operation leads the USV course to

the cone collision area, namely geometrically α1 < θ1 ,
where

α1 = arc cos
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At this point, it will trigger the improvement of R

and ω in the Bi-RRT algorithm in this paper. Un⁃
der the action of R and ω , the extended child node
Pn and its coordinate will no longer meet Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2), and P ′

n is obtained through the transition
vector V and the vector expression Eq. (8):

R =ω ´ S ´
Po Pp

||Po Pp

（5）
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V = S ´
Pp P r

||Pp P r

+ R

Pp P ′
n = S ´ V

||V

（7）

where L s is the critical distance of safety collision
avoidance. The core function of Eq. (6) is the hyper⁃
bolic tangent function y = tanh(x) , the graph of
which is shown in Fig. 4.

Eq. (7) shows that when the extension direction of
the parent node Pp is within the cone collision area,
the USV course is dangerous. At this point, on the
basis of the original extension, Pp is added to R in
the connection direction of Pp according to the dy⁃
namic regulation of ω , so as to make the search tree
extend towards the trend away from the obstacle.
Fig. 5 shows the action diagram of R and ω .

Fig.3 The build process of Bi-RRT algorithm

Currentposition ofvessel A
ClosestPoint Prto Ta Pn1(Ta)

Pn2(Tb)

Pr(Ta)

Closestpoint to Pn1

Safe trackrecoverypoint
Xinit（X0，Y0）

Xgoal（X1，Y1）
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As can be seen from Fig. 4, the function
y = tanh(x) located on the positive part of x axis has
the following characteristics. 1) When x Î(02) is
input, y Î[ ]01 and the value changes dramatically.
2) When x Î( )2+¥ is input, y is not sensitive to
the change of x . When ||Pp Po > L s , with the in⁃
crease in ||Pp Po , according to the characteristic 2),
the value of ω stays around 1. As shown in the ob⁃
stacle avoidance of USV, when the distance between
the parent node Pp and the center of the obstacle
meets a certain safety limit, the effect of R is not ob⁃
vious. When ||Pp Po < L s , with the decrease in ||Pp Po ,
according to the characteristic 1), the value of ω

will increase significantly, which is reflected in the
obstacle avoidance of USV. When the parent node
Pp is closer to the center of the obstacle, the effect of
R will be more obvious, making the USV course ex⁃
tend towards the trend away from the obstacle.
3.2 Design of parallel extension and

target point attraction vector A

The Bi-RRT algorithm determines the sequence
of location and extension of the parent node in the
two search trees. Moreover, Tb can only implement
the extension step after the new node Pn is generat⁃
ed by Ta . Although the two trees tend to extend

close to each other, the execution of this sequential
structure unnecessarily consumes the running time.

Therefore, this paper proposes an improved meth⁃
od that two search trees extend in parallel and have
the tendency to approach each other under certain
conditions. This improved method generates a ran⁃
dom point through two search trees respectively. The
extension of the search tree is completed by select⁃
ing the extension mode of the parent node respective⁃
ly according to the random point. In addition, R

stimulates the target point attraction vector A under
certain conditions, which makes the search tree ex⁃
tend in parallel without losing the advantage of the
Bi-RRT algorithm that the two search trees ap⁃
proach each other.

In the iteration process, after Pn is obtained from
a search tree based on Eq. (1), if α1 > θ1 , A in the
Bi-RRT algorithm will be improved in this paper.
Under the action of A , the extended child node Pn

and its coordinate will no longer meet Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2), and Pn '' is obtained through the transition
vector U and Eq. (19):

A = S ´
Pp Pg

||Pp Pg

（8）

ì

í

î

ï
ï

ï
ï

U = S ´
Pp P r

||Pp P r

+ A

Pp Pn '' = S ´ U
||U

（9）

where Pg is the target point coordinate. For the
search tree Ta , Pg is the track recovery point
Xgoal , on the original route. For the search tree Tb ,
Pg is the current position X init of USV.

Eq. (9) shows that when the extension direction of
the parent node is outside the cone collision area,
the USV course is safe. At this point, Pp is added to
A in the connection direction of Pg on the basis of
the original extension, so that the search tree will
grow towards the target point. Fig. 6 shows the action
diagram of the action of A .
3.3 Improvement of Bi-RRT automatic

collision avoidance algorithm process

As the two search trees in this paper extend in par⁃
allel and do not interfere with each other, with Ta as
an example, the process of achieving automatic colli⁃
sion avoidance using the algorithm in this paper is
presented, as shown in Fig. 7. Except in the first ini⁃
tialization step where Tb is initialized with the track

Fig.4 Graph of hyperbolic tangent function
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Fig.5 Schematic diagram of the action between R and ω
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recovery point Xgoal on the original route, the other
processes of Tb are exactly the same as those of Ta .
4 Simulation result and analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved
Bi-RRT algorithm, Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 de⁃
velopment environment is used to write C++ program
for simulation experiment, and the Bi-RRT algo⁃
rithm is compared with the improved Bi-RRT algo⁃
rithm in this paper. In this paper, the high-speed
USV described in Reference [14] is selected for sim⁃
ulation experiment. Its navigation speed is 20 kn,
and the step length of single step exploration is set
as S =10.

In the simulation experiment, the scheduled route
OS of USV is set as the line segment from point (0,
0) to point (100, 100) on the first quadrant angle bi⁃
sector of the two-dimensional coordinate system.
The current position X init of USV is set as (40, 40)
and the track recovery point Xgoal is (65, 65). The ra⁃
dius of safety area is set as 10 for the obstacle B1 on
OS, and that of obstacles B2 and B3 around OS is
set as 10 and 15, respectively. In order to test the
universality of the algorithm for various collision
avoidance environments, we use random number
function of C++ program to generate the circle center
coordinates O1 , O2 and O3 of B1 , B2 and B3

and then these coordinates are regarded as the algo⁃
rithm input, and O1 is restricted on OS and located
between X init and Xgoal ; O2 and O3 are no more
than 25 away from OS.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison path point planning
for automatic collision between basic and improved
Bi-RRT algorithm. As can be seen from the figure,
the turning point of the path from the collision avoid⁃
ance path point planned by USV according to the im⁃
proved Bi-RRT algorithm to the track recovery point
Xgoal is significantly reduced and the path is smooth⁃
er. This is because the target point attraction vector
A is triggered when the extension direction of the
parent node is outside the cone collision area, which
makes the extension of the two search trees more pur⁃
poseful and reduces the path oscillation problem
caused by the randomness of the algorithm.

As both algorithms are random algorithms, in or⁃
der to reduce the randomness of the results and im⁃
prove the credibility of argument, with the collision

Fig.6 Schematic diagram of the action of A

B1

Po

Pn ''

Pn

Pp

Xgoal

A

Fig. 7 The extension procedure of search tree Ta in improved
Bi-RRT algorithm
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The random point Pris generated

Ta path point is returned

The extensiondirection is located inthe cone collisionarea
The obstacle repulsion vector Rand the collision avoidance riskcoefficient ω are triggered
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The new node is obtained respectivelyafter the regulation of the extensiondirection of the parent node
The newnode is located in theobstacle area

The new node is added
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Fig.8 The comparison of path point planning for automatic
collision between basic and improved Bi-RRT algorithm
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avoidance environment as the input, we run the two
algorithms several times so as to compare the num⁃
ber of path point, the times of parent node extension
failure, and the time consumed by the algorithm to

complete the planning of collision avoidance path
point. The results are shown in Table 1. Fig. 9 shows
the comparison of collision times between basic and
improved Bi-RRT algorithms.

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Bi-RRT algorithm
Number of path

point
7
9
8

10
7
8
8
9

10
7

Times of extension
failure of parent

node Ta

2
3
3
1
6
6
5
7
2
3

Times of
extension
failure of

parent node Tb

4
5
4
4

11
8
7
4
5
9

Time consum
ption of

algorithm /ms
24
31
25
27
39
33
29
28
26
30

Improved Bi-RRT algorithm
Number of
path point

6
7
6
6
7
6
6
6
6
7

Times of
extension
failure of

parent node Ta

0
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0

Times of
extension
failure of

parent node Tb

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
2

Time consum
ption of

algorithm /ms
19
19
19
19
19
19
18
20
18
16

Table 1 The comparison of running result between basic and improved Bi-RRT algorithm

As the exploration step length of both algorithms
is the same, the number of path point can directly re⁃
flect the path length. As can be seen from Table 1
and Fig. 8, the path length from the collision avoid⁃
ance path point planned by USV according to the im⁃
proved Bi-RRT algorithm to the track recovery point
Xgoal is significantly shorter than the results of the
Bi-RRT algorithm under the same conditions. When
the navigation speed is constant, the path planned by
the improved Bi-RRT algorithm can enable the USV
to complete the collision avoidance action in less
time and consume less fuel, which is of great signifi⁃
cance to the improvement of the endurance of USV
during the task execution.

As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 9, the times of exten⁃
sion failure of the parent node in the two search trees
Ta and Tb , the one with the improved Bi-RRT algo⁃
rithm is significantly less than that in the Bi-RRT al⁃
gorithm, and the number of extension failure node of
the search tree in the improved Bi-RRT algorithm is
significantly less than that in the basic algorithm,
which indicates that the sub-extension node has a
greater probability of passing the "collision detec⁃
tion" in the iteration process of the improved
Bi-RRT algorithm. This is because the obstacle re⁃
pulsion vector R and the collision risk coefficient ω
dynamically adjust the extension direction of the par⁃
ent node, so that the new child node obtained by ex⁃
tension can have a greater probability to be retained,
which accelerates the convergence of the algorithm
to some extent. According to the comparison in Ta⁃

（a）Bi-RRT algorithm
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（b）Imroved Bi-RRT algorithm
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Fig.9 The comparison of collision times between basic and
improved Bi-RRT algorithm
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ble 1, it can also be found that the improved Bi-RRT
algorithm proposed in this paper has significantly
less time consumption than the basic algorithm when
completing the same planning task of the collision
avoidance path. This is because the two search trees
extend in parallel and the target attraction vector A
is triggered when the extension direction of the par⁃
ent node is outside the cone collision area, which im⁃
proves the real-time performance of the algorithm.
5 Conclusions

In this paper, the Bi-RRT algorithm is combined
with the velocity obstacle method. According to the
situation that the extension direction of the parent
node is located in the cone collision area, the obsta⁃
cle repulsion vector R and the collision avoidance
risk coefficient ω are proposed to dynamically ad⁃
just the extension direction of the parent node, so as
to make the search tree extend to the trend of moving
away from the obstacle and make the new child node
obtained from the extension have a greater probabili⁃
ty to be retained, thus accelerating the convergence
of the algorithm. In addition, the method of parallel
extension of two search trees is proposed. The target
attraction vector A is triggered when the extension di⁃
rection of the parent node is outside the cone colli⁃
sion area, which makes the extension of the two
search trees more purposeful and reduces the path
oscillation problem caused by the randomness of the
algorithm. The improved algorithm can be applied to
the dynamic obstacle avoidance problem of USV
with higher real-time requirements in the future, as
well as the track rolling planning problem of USV re⁃
turning to the originally scheduled route under the
continuous disturbance of large wind wave.
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舰船进气格栅隐身性分析及灵敏度计算

杜晓佳*，丁凡
中国舰船研究设计中心，湖北 武汉 430064

摘 要：［目的目的］舰船进气格栅的几何参数众多，对所有几何参数开展雷达波隐身性优化的计算成本过大，为

此，需掌握格栅雷达散射截面（RCS）灵敏度较大的几何参数序列。［方法方法］以某典型舰船进气格栅为研究对象，

开展进气格栅参数化建模、电磁散射计算参数设定和计算方法研究，利用中心有限差分方法计算各几何参数对

屏蔽效率的灵敏度。［结果结果］获取了各几何参数下的雷达波散射特性变化规律和进气格栅隐身优化的几何参数

序列，验证了构建的舰船进气格栅隐身性分析及灵敏度计算方法的合理性和可行性。［结论结论］分析计算结果可应

用于舰船进气格栅的雷达波隐身优化设计中。

关键词：进气格栅；雷达波隐身；灵敏度；耦合散射

基于改进Bi-RRT的无人水面艇
自动避碰算法

欧阳子路 1，2 ，王鸿东*1，2，王检耀 1，2，易宏 1，2

1 上海交通大学 海洋工程国家重点实验室，上海 200240
2 上海交通大学 海洋智能装备与系统教育部重点实验室，上海 200240

摘 要：［目的目的］提出一种实现无人水面艇（USV）在高速航行时自动规避障碍物的方法。［方法方法］将双向搜索树

（Bi-RRT）算法与速度障碍法相结合，得到基于改进 Bi-RRT的无人水面艇自动避碰算法。针对 Bi-RRT算法扩

展操作中父节点延伸方向位于锥形碰撞区内的情况，提出避碰危险度系数与障碍物排斥向量，使父节点延伸方

向有远离障碍物中心的趋势。同时，针对算法实时性问题，提出两棵搜索树并行延伸扩展的方式，以及当父节

点延伸方向位于锥形碰撞区外时触发的目标吸引向量，以加速算法收敛。［结果结果］结果显示，采用上述改进方法

设计的算法搜索树延伸失败次数降低，规划的避碰路径短且更加平滑。［结论结论］该改进 Bi-RRT 算法实时性强、

路径规划质量高，对实际工程应用有重要意义。

关键词：无人水面艇；自主避障；双向搜索树算法；速度障碍法
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